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NOTE: ATTEMPT ANY FOUR QUESTIONS.  
 
Q.1 Describe various types of factors controlling geometric design.       (5) 

 
Answer: There are certain basic design controls and criteria which govern the geometric 
features of a highway: 

1. Topography 
2. Design speed 
3. Road user characteristics 
4. Vehicle characteristics 
5. Traffic volume 
6. Traffic capacity 

(1) Topography or terrain: The topography of the area from which the road is passing also 
controls the geometric design of highway. The classification of topography is based on 
the cross slope of the country as plain, rolling, mountainous and steep. 

(2) Design speed: Design speed is the maximum speed at which vehicle can continuously run 
safely under the favorable conditions. It is the most important factor controlling the 
geometric design element of highway. The design speed obviously has to be correlated 
with the terrain conditions and the classification of the highway (like national highway, 
state highway etc.) 

(3) Road user characteristics: They are generally helpful in the design of sight distance i.e. 
stopping sight distance and overtaking sight distance. Driver characteristics that 
influence safety are vision and hearing. A driver takes a certain amount of time to 
respond to a particulars traffic situation. This time is called as reaction time.  

(4) Vehicular characteristics: Vehicle characteristics also play an important role in the 
geometric design of highway. Vehicle characteristics include width, length, Weight and 
axle configuration of a vehicle. The width of a vehicle determines the width of lane. 

(a) Wheel base of the vehicle governs the turning path of the vehicle.   
(b) Wheel base of the vehicle governs the turning path of the vehicle. 
(c) The height of a vehicle affects the vertical clearance. 



(d) The weight and axle configuration of a vehicle are vital features for the 
design of pavements.      

(5) Design hourly volume and capacity: The traffic volume keeps fluctuating with time, from 
a low value during off-peak hours to the highest value during peak hour. It will be 
uneconomical to design the roadway facilities for the highest hourly traffic volume. 
Therefore a reasonable value of traffic volume is decided for the design and this traffic 
volume is called the design hourly volume. 

Q.2. what is sight distance. explain different types of sight distance.        (5) 
 
Answer:   Sight distance: sight distance is the distance along a road at which a driver from a 
specified height above the carriageway has a visibility of objects and can safely stop his vehicle 
or overtake another  vehicle. Sight distance requirements is needed in the design of vertical 
curves and it also governs the set back distances of buildings or any other obstructions adjacent 
to the carriageway on a horizontal curve. 
 
              Sight distances considered by IRC in highway design are: 

1. Stopping sight distance (SSD)/Non-passing sight distance 
2. Overtaking sight distance (OSD)/Passing sight distance 
3. Safe sight distance required for entering in an intersection 
4. Intermediate sight distance(ISD) 
5. Head light sight distance(HSD) 

 
 
(1)Stopping sight distance: Stopping sight distance is the minimum distance over which the 
driver travelling at design speed can apply brakes and bring the vehicle to stop position safely 
without collision with any other obstruction .It is also known as minimum sight distance or non 
passing sight distance. Stopping sight distance should be provided throughout the length of all 
roads. 

(2)Overtaking sight distance: Overtaking is a necessary operations because all the vehicles do 
not travel with a uniform speed. Overtaking is only possible when driver has sufficient sight 
distance to complete the whole operation. It is the minimum distance visible to the driver of a 
vehicle who is intending to overtake the slow moving vehicle ahead safely against the traffic of 
opposite direction. 

(3)Sight distance at intersection: At intersection where two or more road meets, clear view 
across the corners should be provided from a sufficient distance to avoid collision of vehicle. The 
sight distance should be provided in such a way so that driver from both sides can see each 
other.   



(4)Intermediate sight distance: On a horizontal curve, the requirement of overtaking sight 
distance can not always be satisfied. In such cases overtaking is prohibited by using regulatory 
signs. To provide an opportunity for overtaking operation on horizontal curves or in restricted 
areas, we provide intermediate sight distance, i.e. equals to twice of stopping sight distance. 

Q.3 explain first twenty year road plan.                                                        (5) 

Answer: Features: This plan was a major attempt in planning for road development in a scientific 
manner. The total road length of 5,32,700 km with a density of 16 km of road length per 100 km 
area would be available by 1963. All the roads were classified into five categories.  

1. National highway (NH) 
2. State highway (SH) 
3. Major district road (MDR) 
4. Other district roads (ODR) 
5. Village roads (VR) 

A. Length of national highway and state highway and major district roads  

                                = A/5+B/20+N+5T+D-R  

                     Where, 

                     A= Agricultural area of province in sq. miles 

                     B= Non-agricultural area in sq. miles 

                     N=Number of towns and villages having a population of 2000-5000 

                     T=Number of towns and villages having a population of over 5000 

                     D=An allowance for agricultural and industrial development 

           

B. Length of other district and village roads (in miles)        

                              =V/5+Q/2+R+2S+D 

where ,          Q=Number of village with population 501-1000 

                        R=Number of village with population 1001-2000 

                        S=Number of village with population 2001-5000 

                        D=An allowance for agricultural and industrial development during the the next 20                                           

                     Years 



 

Q.4 Explain curve and advantages of curves.                                              (5) 

Answer: Curve are provided in highway in order that the change of direction at the intersection 
of straight alignments either in horizontal or vertical plane, shall be gradual. 

          The necessity of curves arises due to the following reason 

1. Topography of the country  
2. To provide access to a particular locality  
3. Restrictions imposed by property 
4. Preservation of existing amenities 
5. Avoidance of existing religious, monumental and other costly structures 
6. Making use of existing right of way 

                                                                                                                                       

Advantages of curves: The advantages of providing curves are:   

1. They provided comfort to the passengers. If there is an abrupt change in the 
direction nor grade of a highway it will upset the passengers. 

2. They help to avoid mental strain induced by the monotony of continuous 
journey along straight path. 

3. In the case of sharp turns, brakes have to be applied more frequently which 
reduces the life of tyre. Thus life of the vehicles in increased by providing curves. 

4. The drivers become alert due to the change in the direction of road. 
5. They help to keep the speed of the vehicle within limits. On a straight road, a 

driver is tempted to go at a much faster speed. 

Q.5  Describes the different modes of transportation. and also importance & role 
of transportation system.                                                                                      (5) 

Answer: The four major modes of transportation are: 

1. Roadway : Road transport is one of the most common mode of transport. The 
transportation by road is the only mode which could give maximum service to one and all. 
This mode also has the maximum flexibility to travel with reference to route, direction, time 
and speed of travel etc. through any mode of road vehicle .Door to door service can only be 
provided by road transport. 

2. Railway: Rail transport is a means of transferring of passengers and goods. on wheeled 
vehicles running on rails, also known as tracks. It is also commonly referred to as train  
transport. In contrast to road transport, where vehicles run on a prepared flat surface, rail 
vehicles (rolling stock)  are directionally guided by the tracks on which they run. Tracks 



usually consist of steel rails, installed on ties (sleepers) and ballast , on which the rolling 
stock, usually fitted with metal wheels, moves. Other variations are also possible, such as 
slab track, where the rails are fastened to a concrete foundation resting on a prepared 
subsurface. 

3. Waterways transportation: It is the intentional movement of water over large distances. 
Methods of transportation fall into three categories. 

a) Aqueducts, which include pipelines, canals, and tunnels 
b) Container shipment, which includes transport by tank truck, and tank ship. 
c) Towing , where a tugboat is used to pull an iceberg or a large water bag along 

behind it 

Due to  its weight ,transportation of water is very energy intensive. Unless it has the 
assistance of gravity ,a canal or long –distance pipeline will need pumping stations at 
regular intervals. In this regard, lower friction levels of the canal make it s more 
economical solution than the pipeline. Water transportation is also very common along 
rivers and oceans. 
 

4. Air way transportation: Airport engineers design and construct airports. Airport engineers 
must account for impact and demands of aircraft in their design of airport facilities. These 
engineers must use the analysis of predominant wind direction to determine runway 
orientation, determine the size of runway border and safety areas, different wing tip to 
wing tip clearance for all gates and must designate the clear zones in the entire port. 

 

Importance of transportation system: The means of efficient transportation are an 
indispensable component of modern civilization. The economic development of a country 
depends largely on an efficient and adequate system of transport. They form a very important 
class of instrumental wealth. 

          Most of the transport and communication system in india is mostly owned by corporate 
bodies and the state, and rarely by single individuals. They help in the creation of what we call 
place utilities in production. No country in the world today can build up its prosperity unless it 
has a highly developed system of communication and transport. 

Q.6 What is the basic consideration for the design of highway.                             (5) 
Answer: Basic considerations:  

i. The design should be safe and efficient for both during day light and at night and 
also in good and bad weather. 



ii. The design should be suitable for the both daily and at peak hours, traffic volume 
and also for the future anticipated traffic. 

iii. The design should confirm to the design speed, and characteristics of vehicle and 
their drivers using the road. It should take into account not only those vehicles that 
are at present using the road but for also those that may be expected to use it 
during its life time. 

iv. The design should be consistent i.e. there should not be abrupt changes so that the 
drivers are not confronted with difficult and serious situations. 

v. The designer should have a full knowledge of the conditions under which a vehicle is 
going to operate. 

vi. This has a bearing in the design of motor engines, gear box and the length of vehicle 
in the case of mountainous terrain, etc. 

vii. The design should provide an attractive and pleasing view to the road user and 
those who live along it. 

viii. The design must be complete including traffic signs, signals, roadside treatment, etc. 
ix. The design should be as simple as possible from the user as well as from 

construction point of view. Too many changes in the cross section or different types 
of surfaces will create difficulties in construction. 

x. The maintenance cost should be as minimum as possible.     

 

Q.7 Define the classification of road by IRC.                                                   (5) 
Answer: 

1. National highway(NH): The main highway running through the length and 
breadth of the country connecting state capitals, ports, foreign highway, 
large towns etc. are known as national highways. These are of national 
importance for strategic, administrative and other purposes. The highway 
connecting Amritsar- Ambala-Delhi is denoted as NH-1. 

2. State highway(SH): The highways connecting district headquarters and 
important cities within the state or connecting them with national highway 
of adjacent states are known as State highway. These highway serve as main 
arteries of traffic to and from district roads. 

3. Major district roads(MDR):The important roads within the district serving 
areas of production and markets and connecting these with each other or 
with highway and railway are known as major district roads. 

4. Other district roads(ODR):Other district roads are the roads serving rural 
areas of production and providing them with outlet to tehsil headquarters, 
market centre etc. These roads have somewhat lower specification than 
major district roads. 

5. Village roads(VR):Village roads are roads connecting villages or group of 
villages with each other or with nearest district road, main highway, railway 
etc. These roads are very important from the point of view of rural area 



development. The construction and maintenance of these roads are the 
responsibility of local district authority. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                            

 


